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PREFATORY NOTE 

Louis Sullivan was born one hundred years ago this September. It was an appropriate 

idea first proposed by Mr. William Priestly and Mr. Henry C. Ernst, that Chicago cele

brate his centenary. Appropriately too, they approached The Art Institute which owns 

one of the greatest collections of Sullivan's manuscripts, drawings and documents re

lated to his life and career. A committee of architects was formed under the able 

chairmanship of Mr. William E. Hartmann. Other architects and contractors became 

Sponsors and Contributors towards an exhibition which would not only point out the 

formation of Sullivan as one of the chief creative architects of the last hundred years, 

but would emphasize his continuing impact upon architecture today. The enthusiastic 

responsibility assumed by these Chicagoans is but one evidence of the place Louis Sulli

van holds in the living history of architecture. Another is the growing interest through

out the world in the man and his work. 

The present exhibit, Louis Sullivan and the Architecture of Free Enterprise, is 

directed by Edgar Kaufmann, jr.; John Szarkowski is Photographic Supervisor; the 

installation is the work of the Chicago architect, Daniel Brenner. At the same time, the 

Burnham Library will hold an exhibit of corollary material: original manuscripts of 

Sullivan's writing, further examples of his magnificent draftsmanship , fragments of 

actual architectural ornaments, and photographs and personal documents of his life. 

The Art Institute wishes to express to all connected with the exhibit appreciation 

for the generosity and thought which have made this commemorative show possible. 

DANIEL CATTON RICH 

Director 
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INTRODUCTION 

To celebrate the hundredth anniversary of Louis Sullivan's birth here in the city where 

he elected to work is a tribute unique in American architectural annals, I believe. Mr. 

Rich has told this story in his preface , with due credit to all who made possible the 

realization of this concept. 

The resulting exhibition emphasizes an important side of Sullivan's architecture, 

his main works were commissioned to fill the needs of commerce: they were office 

buildings, shops, hotels, theatres and the like. He was among the early architects who 

saw in such tasks a challenge to their art as worthy as (yet notably different from) that 

offered by the needs of church, government or education. 

The spirit of free enterprise typical of Sullivan's clients became a natural compo

nent of his architecture; this is one of the American characteristics that mark his work 

and, in his own day as now, made him a distinguished representative of our way of life 
abroad. 

The exhibition has three principal statements to make: one, why Sullivan is im

portant now-what he brought to architecture that is usable or challenging today; two, 

how Sullivan came to work as he did - what the roots were of his art and his attitudes; 

three, what Sullivan accomplished-the development and direction of his architecture. 

These statements are made with the help of photography, in color and black and 

white, bringing as much of the impact of real architecture into the exhibition as pos

sible. Further elements of reality are the original drawings and examples of architec

tural ornament in the exhibition. Sullivan's words are related to his works in wall 

labels, and so are statements by others who watched Sullivan with close interest. Longer 

writings of special significance , edited from a variety of sources , have been reprinted 

in this catalog. 
Valuable amendments to existing lists of information about Sullivan are also 

printed here. The Bibliography by Mrs. T. M. Hofmeester, of The Art lnstitute's Burn

ham Library supplements that in Professor Hugh Morrison's basic biography of Sulli

van. Her list of new Sullivan items added to Burnham Library's collection is the first 

publication of this generous gift from Miss Andrienne Sullivan, the architect's niece, 

the result of Mrs. Hofmeester's visit to that lady. Also based on Professor Morrison's 

8 book is the amending Building List, result of long and careful research by Mr. Richard 



Nickel, graduate student at Illinois Institute of Technology's Institute of Design. 

His investigations will be embodied, along with a complete photographic record made 

by Mr. Nickel, Mr. Gittleman and other students under the direction of Aaron Siskind 
of the staff of the Institute of Design, in a publication of the complete works of Adler 

and Sullivan, announced for next year by Horizon Press. 

The exhibition owes much more than can be stated here to the understanding and 
hard work of both my colleagues, Daniel Brenner, architect in charge of display, and 

John Szarkowski, in charge of all photographic aspects. They both contributed directly 
to the basic concepts of the show and should share in whatever credit it deserves. I 

reserve for myself the blame that it may earn. It is a special pleasure to know that Mr. 
Szarkowski's beautiful photographs reproduced in his book, The Idea of Louis Sulli

van, published by the University of Minnesota Press, is now available. 

The exhibition would have been impossible without the generous co-operation of 
many individuals on the regular staff of The Art Institute, and without the liberal help 

of those listed in the acknowledgments to Sources of Exhibits and Sources of Informa

tion, as well as to Sources of Quotations. 

Special gratitude is due those close to Louis Sullivan and his associates, Mrs. Julius 

Weil and the Misses Edith and Frances Elmslie-the first is Dankmar Adler's daughter, 
the others, sisters to George Grant Elmslie. 

Among those actively helpful, particular mention is made of Professor Hugh Mor
rison who generously advised and opened his research files, Miss Darthea Speyer, Ex

hibits Officer, United States Information Service, Paris, who became unofficially a 
most helpful member of the exhibition research staff, Mr. Crombie Taylor and the 

authorities at Roosevelt University with whom he is working, and Mr. Hinman L. P. 

Kealy, whose interest was constantly to the point. Gratitude is gladly acknowledged to 

Mr. William Alex, New York; Dean Wells Bennett, Ann Arbor; M. Andre Bloc, Paris; 
Mr. A. P. Brooks of Harrison and Abramovitz , New York; Mr. Albert Bush-Brown, 

Cambridge, Mass.; Mr. Alfred Caldwell, Chicago; Mr. William Morton Campbell, Phila
delphia; Miss Betty Chamberlain, New York; Mr. Barney Chesnick, Philadelphia; .Mr. 

Willard Connely, Surrey; Miss W. G. Constable, London; Mr. George Danforth, 
Cleveland; Mrs. Lyn Davies, New York; M. Jean Delhaye, Brussels; Snr. Joaquin 
Gomis, Barcelona; Mr. Richard G. Hensley, Boston; Dr. Thomas Howarth, Manchester, 

England; Mr. John Jager, Minneapolis; Mr. Emil Lorch, Ann Arbor; Mr. Robert H. 
McCormick, jr., Chicago; Mr. Joseph L. Maline, Boston; Mr. Lewis Mumford, New 
York; Mr. W. G. Nichols, Ocean Springs, Miss.; Mr. James Palmes, London; Mme. 
Auguste Perret, Paris; Mr. Charles E. Peterson , Philadelphia; Mr. William Gray Pur
cell, Pasadena; Mr. Perry Rathbone, Boston; Mr. Ben Raeburn, New York; Mr. Homer 

Sailor , Chicago; Mr. Aaron Siskind, Chicago; Mr. Judson F. Stone, Chicago; Mr. J. 
G. Van Derpool, New York; Mr. Philip B. Welch, Kewanee, Ill.; Mr. Walter Whitehill, 
Boston; Mr. Goeffrey Woodward, Hertfordshire; and Mrs. William Wilson Wurster, 
Berkeley. 

EDGAR KAUFMANN , JR. 9 



LOUIS SULLIVAN 

AND THE ARCHITECTURE OF FREE ENTERPRISE 

An outl.ine of the Exhibition held at the Art Institute of 
Chicago, October 25 - December 2, 1956; Minneapolis 
Institute of Arts, January 9 - February 24, 1957. 

Sullivan's Significance Today 
Th_ree major concepts which Sullivan expressed in his architecture with exceptional 
clarity have persisted, influencirig the design of business buildings from his day to 
our own. 

The Guaranty Building, 1895, Buffalo, N . Y. 

[ a building should show J a sing le, germinal impulse or idea, which shall 
permeate the mass and its every detail with the same spirit .... " 

A similar approach is evident in these buildings - 1912, Frank Lloyd Wright , proje cted 
Press Building, San Francisco; 1923, Fritz Hoeger , Chile Haus , Hamburg; 1930, How
ell and Hood, Daily News Building , New York; 1938, Le Corbusier, projected Cartesian 
skyscraper; 1951, Mies van der Rohe , apartments at Lake Shore Drive, Chicago ; 1952, 
Harrison and Abramovitz , Alcoa Building , Pittsburgh; 1956, Ponti , Nervi and asso
ciates , Pirelli Building, Milan . 

Carson, Pirie, Scott and Co. (commissioned for Schlesinger 
and Mayer Department Store), 1899-1904 , Chicago 

" ... thus the [business] building takes its place with all other architectural types 
. .. the Greek temple, the Gothic cathedral, the medieval fortress. ' ' 

A similar belief is evident in these bui ldings - 1904 , Frank Lloyd Wright , Larkin Com
pany Building (demolished), Buffalo; 1912, Purcell and Elmslie, The Edison Shop, 
Chicago; 1914, H. P . Berlage, Holland House , London; 1921, Mies van der Rohe, 
projected glass office building; 1932, Reinhard and Hofmeister and Associates, R.C.A. 
Building, New York; 1949, Frank Lloyd Wright, Laboratory for S. C. Johnson and 
Son, Inc., Racine; 1951-56, Eero Saarinen and Associates, General Motors Technical 

10 Center, Detroit; 1956, Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, Inland Steel Building , Chicago. 



Schlesinger and Mayer Department Store (now Carson Pirie Scott & Co.), Chicago, 1899-1904. 
Photograph by Chicago Architectural ,Photographing Co. 



The National Farmers' (now Security) Bank, Owatonna, Minnesota , 1907-8. 
Photograph by Robert Fine, Institute of Design oj Illinois Institute of Technology 

National Farmers' Bank, 1908, Owatonna, Minnesota 

" ... what the people are within, the buildings express without ... " 

A similar evidence is given in these buildings-1902 , Richard L. Schmidt, Chapin 
and Gore Building, Chicago; 1903, A. & G. Perret , apartments at 25 bis, rue Franklin, 
Paris; 1904, Tony Garnier, projected railway station, Une Cite lndustrielle; 1924, 
Frank Lloyd Wright, projected National Life Insurance Building, Chicago; 1926, 
Walter Gropius, The Bauhaus, Dessau; 194 7, Mies van der Rohe, Promontory Apart
ments , Chicago; 1952, Le Corbusier, Apartment Building, Marseilles; 1956, Frank 
Lloyd Wright, The Price Tower, Bartlesville, Oklahoma. 

The Formative Years 

preliminaries to Sullivan's great architecture: his childhood, schooling, enthusiasms 
and the cha llenges he met, early buildings in which Sullivan sought his way. 

Childhood 1856-1872 

Sullivan's family and early surroundings, { winningly decribed in The Autobiography 
of an Idea) shown in pictures, largely from the collections of the Burnham Library, 
Art Institute of Chicago. Sullivan's first architectural enthusiasm: the tower of 

12 Richardson's Brattle Square Church, then new. 



Architectural Education 1873-1875 

Work by Frank Furness, in whose Philadelphia office Sullivan stayed briefly and 
learn ed much. Paris: the Beaux-Arts; the great ra tionalist, Viollet-le-Du c. Rome: 
revelatio n in th e Sistine Chapel. 

Apprentice Years 1875-1880 

Chicago emerging from its ruins; local architecture-Edelmann, Root , Burnham, 
Jenney, Baumann, Richardson. Enth usiasms: engineering; botany; philosophy; 
poetry; music. 

The Ideal of an Architecture for Commerce 
as Sullivan found it around him 1 850-1 895 

Jayne Building ( 1850) ; A. J. Davi s; Oriel Chambers ( 1864) ; Buffington ; the crys tal
lizations of 1890 (Monadnock, Relianc e and Second Leiter bui ldings). 

Sullivan's Early Buildings for Business 1880-1887 

Leading examples: the Ryerson and Tro escher buildings, 1884, and the Wirt Dexter 
building , 1887 . Twelve smaller buildings, all in the Chicago area. 

The Architecture of Adler and Sullivan, 1 887-1 895 

Lead ing examples : AUDITORIUM BUILDING, 1887-1889, Chicago , and the GUARANTY 

(now Pruden tial) BUILDING, 1895, Buffalo. 
Important buildings: Wainwright Building 1891, St. Louis; the Schiller (now 

Garr ick Theatre) Buildin g 1892, Chicago; the Transportation Building, World's 
Columbi an Exposition, 1893, Chicago; the Stock Exchange Building 1899, Chicago. 
Fifteen other buildings and projects designed by the firm for man y cit ies of the 
United States . 

Quotations from Sullivan and his contemporar ies accompany the pictures, allow
ing the human as well as the archi tectura l interest of the buildings to become evident . 

Ornamental accessories and fragments are located near the pict ures of the build
ings they once adorned. Transparencies reveal the growing importance of color in 
Sullivan's art. 

Sullivan On His Own 1897-1922 

Leading examp les: CARSON PIRIE, SCOTT & co . ( commissioned for Schlesinger and 
Mayer Department Stores) 1899-1904 , Chicago ; and NATIONAL FARMER'S BANK 1908, 
Owatonna, Minneso ta. 
Color transparen cies: Bank Buildin gs at Owatonna, 1908, Cedar Rapids , 1911; 
Grinne ll, Iowa, 1914; Sidney, Ohio , 1918; Columbus , Wisconsin, 1919; Commercial 
Buildings at Clinton , Iowa; and at Algona, Iowa, both 1913. 
Ten other buildings and projects designed by Sullivan during the last half of his 
career, shown in black and whit e. 13 
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Color projections on large scale show the Owatonna bank and the Wainwright Build
ing; emphasizing the exceptional maturity of Sullivan's use of color in his later works. 
Quotations from Sullivan and others and information not shown in the photo images. 

Ornament 

Sullivan laid great stress on ornament as a valid part of architecture. 
" ... ornament should appear, not as something receiving the spirit of the structure , 

but as a thing expressing that spirit .... " ( editor's italics). 
Because ornament has become less and less used in architecture , and because some 

leading architects have again begun to employ it only recently, it seemed appropriate 

Original drawing jor A System of Archit ectural 
Ornament by Louis Sullivan, 1924. Collection oj 
Burnham Library, The Art Institute of Chicago . 
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to explore Sullivan's theme for present day consideration as follows: some sources of 
Sullivan 's ornament; Sullivan's ornament in drawings and photos; present day archi
tectural ornament; each section accompanied by brief explanations. 

Some Sources of Sullivan's Ornament 

Four ornamental trends well-established in Sullivan 's day can be traced in early exam
ples of his decoration: an academic botanical trend, a vernacular or Queen Anne 
Revival trend, the poetic expression of structure, Symbolism (related to the literary 
movement of that name). In more mature works Sullivan had entirely absorbed these 
into the expression of plasticity, his individual and unsurpassed ornament. 

Conventionalized botanical ornament in the 1870's: 

early ornament by Sullivan; 
Frank Furness as ornamentalist; 
Christopher Dresser's ornament books; 
early ornament by Antoni Gaudi 

Queen Anne Revival or vernacular ornament - an effort to liberalize the "correct" 
historic revivals of great styles of the past: 

examples from R. Norman Shaw, from Newport, R. I., and from the work of 
H. H. Richardson. 

Poetic expression of structure-the trend most appealing today. 
new materials and methods-examples by Viollet-le-Duc and Victor Horta. 
traditional materials and methods-examples by Gaudi and Mackintosh. 

Symbolism-expression of moods and psychological states. 
examples from van de V elde , Guimard, Olbrich, etc. 

Sullivan's Ornament 

Original drawings by Sullivan , many from the collection in the Burnham Library 
(Art Institute of Chicago), and detail photographs showing the ornament of Sullivan 
buildings. 

Sullivan's own words on ornament and others' opinions of his work in this field. 
Some complete ornamental elements by Sullivan , in three dimensions. 

Architectural Ornament Today 

The ornament of structure, examples of recent work by 

Frank Lloyd Wright Eero Saarinen 
Le Corbusier Marcel Breuer and associates 

Edward D. Stone 
Minoru Yamasaki 

The ornament of surface (between or over structural elements), examples of recent 
work by 

Harrison and Abramovitz 
(New York) 
J. J.P. Oud (Rotterdam) 
C.R. Villanueva (Caracas) 

Juan O'Gorman and associates 
(Mexico City) 
Oscar Niemeyer (Pampulha) 
Mathew and Martin (London) 15 



SULLIVAN AND ADLER 
ON ARCHITECTURE AND OTHER TOPICS 

AN ANTHOLOGY OF QUOTATIONS 

FORM AND FUNCTION-SULLIVAN 

[Sullivan] kept on with his innocent studies, becoming more and more enamoured 
of the sciences, particularly those dealing with forms of life and the aspects of life 's 
urging, called functions. And amid the immense number and variety of living forms , 
he noted that invariably the form expressed the function , as, for instance , the oak 
tree expressed the function oak, the pine tree the function pine, and so on through 
the amazing series. And, inquiring more deeply, he discovered that in truth it was not 
simply a matter of form expressing function, but the vital idea was this: That the func
tion created or organized its form. Discernment of this idea threw a vast light upon 
all thin gs within the universe, and condensed with astounding impressiveness upon 
mankind, upon all civilizations, all institutions, every form and aspect of society, 
every mass-thought and mass-result , every individual thought and individual result. 
Hence, Louis began to regard all functions in nature as powers, manifestations of 
the all-power of Life, and thus man's power came into direct relationship with all 
other powers . The application of the idea to the Architec tural art was manifest 
enough, namely, that the function of a building must predetermine and organize its 
form . But it was the application to man's thought and deeds; to his inherent powers 
and the results of the application of these powers, mental, moral, physical , that thrilled 
Louis to the depths as he realized that, as one stumbling upon a treasure, he had found 
that of which he had dreamed in Paris , and had promised himself to discover - a 
universal law admitting of no exception in any phase or application whatsoever. 

Source 1 

FORM AND FUNCTION - ADLER'S AMENDMENT 

Returning to Mr. Sullivan's aphorism, we find that he bases it upon studies and obser
vations of nature, which, carried a little further, show that although the common 
function of all organic creation is to maintain and propagate the various species, yet 
an ever changing environment has produced an infinite number of species and innu
merable differences in individuals of each species. 

Therefore, if "form follows function," it does not follow in a straight line, nor 
in accordance with a simple mathematical formula, but along the lines of curves whose 
elements are always changing and never alik e; and if the lines of development and 
growth of vegetable and animal organisms are infinitely differentiated, the processes 
of untrammeled human thought and human emotions are even more subtl e in the 
differences and shadings of their manifestations, while the natural variations in con
ditions of human environment are as great as those which influence the developments 
of form in the lower organisms; and human work is further modified by necessary 

1 6 artificial conditions and circumstances. 



Therefore, before accepting Mr. Sullivan's statement of the underlying law upon 
which all good architectural design and all true architectural style is founded, it may 
be well to amend it, and say: "function and environment determine form," using 
the words environment and form in their broadest sense. Source 14 

THE FORM OF A SKYSCRAPER 

Certain critics, and very thoughtful ones, have advanced the theory that the true 
prototype of the tall office building is the classical column, consisting of base , shaft 
and capital-the moulded base of the column typical of the lower stories of our 
building, the plain or fluted shaft suggesting the monotonous, uninterrupted series of 
office tiers, and the capital the completing power and luxuriance of the attic. 

Other theorizers, assuming a mystical symbolism as a guide, quote the many 
trinities in nature and art, and the beauty and conclusiveness of such trinity in unity. 
They aver the beauty of prime numbers, the mysticism of the number three , the beauty 
of all things that are in three parts-to wit, the day, subdividing into morning, noon, 
and night; the limbs, the thorax, and the head, constituting the body. So they say, 
should the building be in three parts vertically , substantially as before, but for differ
ent motives. 

Others , of purely intellectual temperament , hold that such a design should be in 
the nature of a logical statement; it should have a beginning , a middle , and an end
ing, each clearly defined-therefore again a building , as above, in three parts, 
vertically. 

Others , seeking their examples and justification in the vegetable kingdom, urge 
that such a design shall above all things be organic. They quote the suitable flower 
with its bunch of leaves at the earth, its long graceful stem, carrying the gorgeous 
single · flower. They point to the pine-tree , its massy roots, its lithe, uninterrupted 
trunk, its tuft of green high in the air. Thus, they say, should be the design of the 
tall office building: again in three parts vertically. 

Others still, more susceptible to the power of a unit than to the grace of a trinit y, 
say that such a design should be struck out at a blow, as though by a blacksmith or 
by mighty Jove, or should be thought-born, as was Minerva, full grown. They 
accept the notion of a triple division as permissible and welcome, but non-essential. 
With them it is a subdivision of their unit: the unit does not come from the alliance 
of the three; they accept it without murmur , provided the subdivision does not disturb 
the sense of singleness and repose. 

As to the former and serious views ... I shall ... dissent from them ... I regard 
them as secondary ... touching not at all upon the vital spot. 

It is the pervading law of all things organic, and inorganic , of all things physical 
and metaphysical , of all things human and all things superhuman, of all true mani
festations of the head , of the heart, of the soul, that the life is recognizable in its 
exp ression , that form ever follows function. This is the law. 

Is it really then , a very marvelous thing , or is it rather so commonplace, so every-
day, so near a thing to us, that we cannot perceive that the shape, form, outward 17 





expression, design or whatever we may choose, of the tall office building should in 
the very nature of things follow the functions of the building, and that where the 
function does not change, the form is not to change? 

Does this not readily, clearly, and conclusively show that the lower one or two 
stories will take on a special character suited to the special needs, that the tiers of 
typical offices, having the same unchanging function, shall continue in the same 
unchanging form, and that as to the attic, specific and conclusive as it is in its very 
nature, its function shall equally be so in force, in significance, in continuity , in 
conclusiveness of outward expression? From this results, naturally, spontaneously, 
unwittingly, a three-part division, not from any theory, symbol , or fancied logic_ 

Source 10 

ORNAMENT IN ARCHITECTURE 

I believe, as I have said, that an excellent and beautiful building may be designed 
that shall bear no ornament whatever; but I believe just as firmly that a decorated 
structure, harmoniously conceived, well considered, cannot be stripped of its system 
of ornament without destroying its individuality. 

It has been hitherto somewhat the fashion to speak of ornament ... as a thing to 
be put on or omitted, as the case might be. I hold to the contrary - that the presence 
or absence of ornament should, certainly in serious work, be determined at the very 
beginnings of the design . 

. . . ornament should appear, not as something receiving the spirit of the structure, 
but as a thing expressing that spirit by virtue of differential growth. 

I am aware that a decorated building, designed upon this principle, will require 
in its creator a high and sustained emotional tension, an organic singleness of idea 
and purpose maintained to the last. Source 8 

NO ORNAMENT 

I take it as self-evident that a building , quite devoid of ornament, may convey a noble 
and dignified sentiment by virtue of mass and proportion. It is not evident to me 
that ornament can intrinsically heighten these elemental qualities. Why, then, should 
we use ornament? Is not a noble and simple dignity sufficient? Why should we 
ask more? 

If I answer the question in entire candor, I should say that it would be greatly 
for our aesthetic good if we should refrain entirely from the use of ornament for a 
period of years , in order that our thought might concentrate upon the production 
of buildings well formed and comely in the nude. 

We shall have learned , however, that ornament is mentally a luxury, not a neces
sary, for we shall have discerned the limitations as well as the great value of unadorned 
masses. 

Opposite: Detail of ornament above the main entrance of Carson 

Pirie Scott & Co. from a photograph by John Szarkowski. 

Source 8 
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THE ORIGINS OF THE SKYSCRAPER 

... the tall commercial building arose from the pressure of land prices, the land 
prices from pressure of population, the pressure of population from external pressure 
... But an office building could not rise above stairway height withut a means of 
vertical transportation. Thus pressure was brought on the brain of the mechanical 
engineer whose creative imagination and industry brought forth the passenger elevator , 
which when fairly developed as to safety, speed and control, removed the limit from 
the number of stories. But it was inherent in the nature of masonry construction, in 
its turn to fix a new limit of height, as its ever thickening walls ate up ground and 
floor space of ever increasing price, as the pressure of population rapidly increased. 

Meanwhile the use of concrete in heavy construction was spreading, and the 
application of railroad iron to distribute concentrated loads on the foundations, the 
character of which thereby became radically changed from pyramids to flat affairs, 
thus liberating basement space; but this added basement space was of comparatively 
little value owing to deficiency in headroom due to the shallowness of the street 
sewers. Then ... an invention of English origin, an automatic pneumatic ejector 
. . . rendered basement depths independent of sewer levels. But to get full value 
from this appliance, foundations would have to be carried much deeper, in new 
buildings. With heavy walls and gravity retaining walls, the operation would be 
hazardous and of doubtful value. It became evident that the very tall masonry office 
building was in its nature economically unfit as ground prices steadily rose. Not 
only did its thick walls entail loss of space and therefore revenue, but its unavoid
ably small window openings could not furnish the proper and desirable ratio of glass 
area to rentable floor area. 

Thus arose a crisis, a seeming impasse. What was to do? Architects made 
attempts at solutions by carrying the outer spans of floor loads on cast columns next 
to the masonry piers, but this method was of small avail , and of limited application as 
to height. The attempts, moreover, did not rest on any basic principle, therefore 
the squabblings as to priority are so much pifHe. The problem of the tall office build
ing had not been solved, because the solution had not been sought within the problem 
itself-within its inherent nature. Source J 

Just how the steel frame, the skeleton frame, originated, nobody knows, but my 
attention was first called to it by an architect named Buffington, who had a scheme for 
building tall buildings before such a thing was ever done. He wanted to make a 
frame of railroad rails tied together in some mysterious manner. He was not an 
engineer himself but he had this idea. He never carried it out. The first practical 
use of that method made here was at the instance of Mr. Wright, who had been urging 
the use of railroad iron in foundations and he finally persuaded builders to use it 
under the walls of the Monadnock. Source 3 

Frederick Baumann['s] work on pier foundations practically revolutionized the 
entire system by abolishing the continuous foundation wall constructed as if the same 
load was to be sustained throughout. Source 3 

Chicago activity in erecting high buildings finally attracted the attention of the 
20 local sales managers of Eastern rolling mills; and their engineers were set at work. 



The mills for some time past had been rolling those structural shapes that had long 
been in use in bridge work. Their own ground work thus was prepared. It was a 
matter of vision in salesmanship based upon engineering imagination and technique. 
Thus the idea of a steel frame which should carry all the load was tentatively presented 

to Chicago architects. . . . 
The trick was turned; and there swiftly came into being something new under the 

sun. For the true steel-frame structure stands unique in the flowing of man and his 
works; a brilliant material example of man 's capacity to satisfy his needs through the 
exercise of his natural powers. 

The tall steel-frame structure may have its aspects of beneficence; but so long as 
a man may say: "I shall do as I please with my own," it presents opposite aspects of 
social menace and danger ... 

The architects of Chicago welcomed the steel frame and did something with it. 
The architects of the East were appalled by it and could make no contribution to it. 
In fact the tall office buildings fronting the narrow streets and lanes of lower New York 
were provincialisms , gross departures from the law of common sense. For the tall 
office building loses its validity when the surroundings are uncongenial to its nature; 
and when such buildings are crowded together upon narrow streets or lanes they 
become mutually destructive. The social significance of the tall building is in finality 
its most important phase. Source J 

SULLIVAN AND ENGINEERING 

... Louis made Trautwine's "Engineers' Pocket Book" his Bible, and spent long hours 
with it .... Louis found himself drifting towards the engineering point of view ... 
as he began to discern that the engineers were the only men who could face a problem 
squarely; who knew a problem when they saw it. Their minds were trained to deal 
with real things, as far as they knew them, as far as they could ascertain them, while 
the architectural mind lacked this directness, this simplicity, this singleness of purpose . 
. . . For he discerned that in truth the science of engineering is a science of reaction, 
while the science of architectural design-were such a science to be presupposed
must be a science of action. 

About this time two great engineering works were under way. One , the triple 
arch bridge to cross the Mississippi at St. Louis, Capt. Eades, chief engineer; the 
other, the great cantilever bridge which was to cross the Chasm of the Kentucky River, 
C. Shaler Smith , chief engineer, destined for the use of the Cincinnati Southern 
Railroad. In these two growing structures Louis's soul became immersed. In them 
he lived. 

But the practical effect of the bridges was to turn Louis's mind from the imme
diate science of engineering toward science in general, and he set forth, with a new 
relish, upon a course of reading covering Spencer, Darwin, Huxley, Tyndall, and the 
Germans, and found a new, an enormous world opening before him, a world whose 
boundaries seemed destined to be limitless in scope, in content, in diversity. This 
course of reading was not completed in a month , or a year, or in many years .... 

Source 1 21 -
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INSTINCT, INTELLECT AND EMOTIONS 

The world is filled with Knowledge; it is almost empty of Understanding. For, 
let me tell you, Knowledge is of the head, Understanding is of the heart. Knowledge 
is of the intellect, Understanding is of instinct. Source 6 

The living relationship of Intellect and Instinct has far too long been overlooked. 
For Intellect is recent, and neuter, and unstable in itself, while Instinct is primordial 
and procreant: It is a power so vast, so fathomless, so omnipresent, that we ignore it; 
for it is the vast power of all time that sleeps and dreams; it is that power within 
whose dream we dream, - even ... in our practical aspect ... we are most obviously 
dreamers ... for we have pinned our faith to Intellect; we gaze in lethal adoration 
upon a reed shaken by the wind. Source 1 

Man's intellect has examined all things piecemeal, it has examinea man minutely 
in his body and his mind. It has erected extraordinary systems in explanation of 
man's soul. It has produced vastly erudite accounts of man's career, historic and 
prehistoric, biological, sociological, emotional and intellectual. It has erected its own 
conception of man in its own intellectual image: THEREFORE, it has utterly failed to 
understand man. It neither sought nor found him. Source 6 

Formal logic cannot successfully deal with the creative process, for the creating 
function is vital , as its name implies, whereas the syllogism is an abstraction, fascinat
ing as a form of the function , so-called pure reason; yet , when subordinate to inspira
tion, it has a just and high value. I say there is a logic over and above book-logic, 
namely , the subconscious energy we call imagination. Nevertheless, formal logic has 
its purpose and its plac .e. Source 5 

It has , alas, for centuries been taught that the intellect and the emotions were two 
separate and antagonistic things. This teaching has been firmly believed, cruelly lived 
up to. 

How depressing it is to realize that it might have been taught that they are two 
beautifully congenial and harmonious phases of that single and integral essence that 
we call the soul. That no nature in which the development of either is wanting can 
be called a completely rounded nature. Source 5 

CHICAGO POTENTIAL 

... a city ... is but a screen; and behind that screen ar e the men, women and 
children who will it , who suffer it to be, whose thought it is. It is their image, their 
materialization . 

. . . the Great Lake and the Prairie, emblems of pride, fertility and power and 
graciousness, encircle and enfold the city .... 

One must indeed be incurably optimistic even mom entarily to dream such a 
dream. Yet the Lake is there, awaiting , in all its glory; and the Sky is there above, 
awaiting, in its eternal beauty; and the Prairie , the ever-fertile prairie is awaiting. 
And they, all three , as a trinity in one, are dreaming - some prophetic dream .... 

Source 6 



WHAT IS WRONG WITH AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE 

American architecture is composed , in the hundred, of ninety parts aberration, eight 
parts indifference, one part poverty and one part Little Lord Fauntleroy. You can 
have the prescription filled at any architectural department-store, or select architectural 
millinery establishment. Sour ce 12 

Sordid folly can go no further; nor can the synthetic spurning of ideals that 
are worth the living for. They constitute a vast denial. Source 6 

Such structures are profoundly anti-social; and , as such, they must he reckoned 
with. An architect who acknowledges no obligation to society at large, who gives no 
heed to the just claims of posterity, is not an architect in my sense of the word-he is 
an outlaw! Source 6 

BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE 

... to build well, we must know our foundations, our boundaries and our limitations; 
we must know what lies without those boundaries as we must know what is and is to 
he contained within them. Our foundation must he so deep and so securely laid that 
those who come after us may build thereon without fear , and above all , without 
reproach .... Sour ce 6 

THE HIGHER LEARNING 

... there can he no surer test of the spuriousness, the falsity, the narrowness, the 
venom of an alleged scholarship or an alleged culture than this: that it holds itself 
aloof from the people, above them, exclusive, aristocratic , assuming that it is 
unintelligible by the people, and meant only for a self-sufficient, withdrawn and 
supercilious class. Source 6 

SERENITY 

And I say that all we see and feel and know, without and within us , is one mighty 
poem of striving, one vast and subtle tragedy. That to remain unperturbed and serene 
"'.ithin this turbulent and drifting flow of hope and sorrow, light and darkness , is the 
uttermost position and fact attainable to the soul , the only permanent link between the 
finite and infinite. Sour ce 11 

RULES 

I value spiritual results only. I say spiritual results preced e all other results , and 
indicate them. 

It is for this reason that I say all mechanical theories of art are vanity, and that 
the best of rules are hut as flowers planted over the graves of prodigious impulses 
which splendidly lived their lives , and passed away with the individual men who 
possessed these impuses. This is why I say that it is within the souls of individual 
men that art reaches culminations. Sour ce 11 23 



SPIRIT AND FORM 

That which exits in spirit ever seeks and find s its physical counterpart in form ... . 

Source 6 

THE ROOT OF STYLE 

Every probl em contains and suggest s its own solution. Don 't wast e time looking 
anyw here else for it. In thi s mental attitude , in thi s mood of und erstanding , lies the 
techni cal beginning of the art of expression. Sou rce 6 

Detail oj the Congress Street side of the Auditori um Buildin g, Chicago. 
Ph otograp h by the Institut e of Design , Ill inois Institute of Technology. 

A DLER ON THE AUDITORIUM 

... an Opera House larger and finer than the Metropolitan , a hall for great choral 
and orchestral concerts, a mammoth ball-room , a convention hall , an auditorium for 
mass meeting s, etc., etc., all under the same roof and within the same walls ... self
sustaining and not , like the Metropolitan Opera House, a perpetual financial burden 
... Auditorium ... busines s building and hotel ... together ... form the Auditorium 
Building. 

When the design of the Auditorium Building was first intrusted to its architect s 
only two-thirds of the ground and less than one-half of the money finall y absorb ed by 
the work were placed at their disposal. But, little by littl e, the enthusiasm of Mr. Ferd. 
W. Peck, the chief promoter of the enterprise, met with such respon se from th e 
bu siness men of Chicago as to warrant the acquisition of greater area for th e buildin g 
site and expansions of scope and scale far beyond the limits contemplated in the 
original design . 

. . . this building is, therefor e, the resultant of many conflicting cause s and influ
ences. At first glance it ma y seem . . delightful . . . for the ar chite cts of a great 
building to be compelled .. . to erect a larger and more costly structure than that 
called for by the first instructions of their client. But the situation app ear s far from 
delightful when viewed more subjectivel y. After months of arduou s toil ... th e 

24 various problems hav e been harmonized and adju sted ... many thou ght s . .. hav e 



been crystallized into a complete and well-rounded design ... expressed in ... plans 
and diagrams. Presto! the conditions change! ! All . . . must be retraversed and 
readjusted, not once , but a score of times; in fact , for each successive widening of 
the financial horizon. . .. Such was the case with some . . . of the design of the 
Auditorium, particularly after building operations had been fairly inaugurated and 
many conditions had ... become fixed and inflexible. 

. . . The Auditorium, as such, nowhere penetrates to the street fronts, but is 
surrounded and surmounted by office building, hotel , etc.; the wants and peculiarities 
of these became dominant in ... the general expre ssion of the exterior. It is to be 
regretted that the severe simplicity ... rendered necessary by the financial policy of 
the earlier days of the enterprise, the deep impression made by Richardson's "Marshall 
Field Building " upon the Dire ctors of the Auditorium Association, and a rea ction 
from a course of indulgence in ... highly decorative effects on the part of its architects, 
should have happened to coincide ... and thereby deprived the exterior of the building 
of those graces ... so charact eristic of its internal treatment. 

The hot el is in one sense a marvel of planning. It is only a fringe ... with an 
average depth of but 45 feet skirting two sides of the auditorium ... difficulties arising 
therefrom appear to have been overcome ... The main dining-room ... is architec
turally noteworthy. Its ceiling is a barrel vault, divided into panels by the arched 
top chords of the supporting roof trusses , in which are set incandescent electric lights 
as an important part of the decoration. 

The most daring and conspicuously successful structural features of the hotel are 
the truss constructions ... carrying the banquet hall, ... over the auditorium, and 
those ... over the stage, [for] stage machinery, rigging-loft, fly-galleries and four 
stories of hotel rooms and working departments. None of these were contemplated in 
the original plans ... or prepared for in ... foundations. An effort was made ... 
to distribute this unexpected ... load as far as possible over walls and foundations. 
Eleven auxiliary trusses . . . were constructed, and connected with the original roof 
trusses with the utmost care ... 

. . . The main floor ( of the Auditorium proper) contains about 1,400 seats, 
arranged in generous sweeping curves and stepped up upon the lines of Scott Russell's 
isacoustic curve, with a total rise of 17 feet. Advantage is taken of this rise to obtain 
... an entrance foyer ... and a series of wardrobe and cloak rooms of quite generous 
capacity . 

. . . This unusually great rise of the main floor has also made practicable ... six 
entrances, similar to the "vomitoria" of the Roman apmhitheatre, by which the lower 
half of the parquette seats are reached without . . . [al climb to the upper level of the 
main floor. Excessive crowding upon the main stairs is also avoided. 1,'he boxes , 
forty in number, are arranged in two tiers upon each side of the parquette. The lower 
tier forms an arcade ... with . . . little effect of inclosure, while the upper boxes are 
entirely open. In fact, there is nothing at all of the ... stuffy ... conventional treat
ment. . . . When these boxes are filled with richly dressed women, the mass effect of 
the rich colors and stuffs is exceedingly fine and blends quite harmoniously with the 
... architectural detail and . . . decorations. 

The main balcony, elliptical in plan , is 80 feet deep at the end, but quite narrow 25 



at the sides .... The seats ... also arranged on the lines of the Scott Russell isacoustic 
curve . . . here . . .. rise . . . about 40 feet from the lowest to the highest. . . . This 
balcony contains about 1,600 seats, the lower two-thirds of which are reached through 
foyers; the upper part ... by a broad cross aisle. 

Above the balcony are two galleries, each with about 500 seats. The second 
gallery is not over but in front of the first gallery, advantage having been taken of 
the favorable sight lines, due to the great depth of the house .... Approach to the 
second gallery is ... by way of horizontal bridges from the first. .. . 

It will be seen ... that the Auditorium contains (including the boxes) 4,200 
seats. Among the various uses to which the house is applied are many which do not 
require so great a seating capacity. Arrangements for reducing the size of the house 
have therefore been made by providing over each of the two galleries a section of 
movable ceiling .... When the entire house is open, these sections of the ... ceilings 
are turned upward ... to fold into panels provided ... in the ... decoration. When 
it is desired to shut out either gallery ... their respective ceilings are lowered ... 
without impairment of the general architecture or decorative effect ... still further 
reduction of seating capacity . . . is effected by . . . vertical curtains between the 
pillars ... of the main balcony ... about 700 seats can be affected, so that when 
reduced to its smallest dimensions the house will contain but 2,500 seats. On the 
other hand, increased seating capacity for conventions, etc., is obtained by continuing 
the stepping of the parquette seats into the main foyer , by forming two floors of 
seating upon the stage , by reseating the boxes and the box corridors, etc., until a 
total capacity of 7,000 seats is reached .... 

The possible downward movement from the stage floor varies for wifferent parts 
of the stage from 8 feet 6 inches to 18 feet 6 inches, and the range of movement 
above stage level is for parts of the stage as much as 18 feet. It is possible with the 
apparatus to create variations and gradations of ... stage floor almost instantaneously 
in any direction, up or down or oblique .... Simulations of steps, terraces , rocks, 
hills, caves, pits, can be produced by the mere movement of a few levers. So also 
can wavelike or rocking motions of greater or smaller portions of the stage floor .... 

. . . Parts of the stage have a downward movement of 18 feet 6 inches. This 
brings the floor of the cellar under the stage to a general depth of 6 feet below high 
water of Lake Michigan, or to 4 feet below the average level of the surface of the 
lake. Four pits ... extend ... 30 inches deeper ... receiving the framework of the 
lowered platforms. As the stage is only one thousand feet ... from Lake Michigan 
and the intervening soil is a mixture of clay, sand and water , the influx of this water 
had to be guarded against. This was accomplished. . . . 

As the curtain-opening ... for scenic representation ... is but 47 feet, while 
for choral concerts, conventions, balls, etc., a much greater opening is desirable, 
there has been provided ... "the reducing curtain." This is an iron framework 75 
feet wide and 40 feet high , covered with plastering on wire cloth richly ornamented 
on the side facing the audience. Within this reducing curtain there is an opening 
4 7 feet wide and 35 feet high, . . . closed by an iron curtain of ordinary make, and 
within this is the regular drop curtain of silk embroidered with gold thread. The 
reducing curtain weighs 5 tons. For raising and lowering each of the three curtains 

26 there is a separate hydraulic apparatus .... 



The architectural and decorative forms found in the auditorium are unconven
tional in the extreme and are determined to a great extent by the acoustic effects to 
be attained. Hence the house is low- lowest at the stage end , thence flaring outward 
and upward to the extreme width and height of the room. The surfaces of the walls 
and ceilings are well broken. A series of concentric elliptic arches effect the lateral 
and vertical expansion [ of sound] from the proscenium opening to the body of the 
house. The soffits and faces of these elliptic surfa ces are ornamented in relief , the 
incandescent electric lamps and .. . inlet openings of the ventilating system forming 
an essential and effective part of the decoration. 

The elliptic curves of the balcony are complementary to those of the ceiling . As 
the ceiling finally resolves itself into rectilinear forms these are taken up , and, when 
the galleries are shut off, continued by the fronts of the two galleries. 

Much attention has been paid to the heating , cooling and ventilating apparatus. 
Fresh air, taken from the top of the building, is forced into the house by a fan ... 
10 feet in diameter .... The fresh air is subjected to the action of a heavy spray. 
This ... washes from the air much ... dust and soot .... In summer from twelve 
to twenty tons of ice are used for cooling the shower and ... the air. Salt is mixed 

Auditorium Building (now Roos evelt Universit y) , Chicago, 1886-89. Photograph by Ri chard Ni ck el, 
Institute of Design oj Illinois Institute of Technology. 
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with the melting ice to still further lower the temperaure. For warming the air in 
winter it is carried through steam coils so subdivided ... that very minute gradations 
of temperature can be affected. A system of ducts carries the air into the different 
parts of the auditorium, ... stage, ... corridors, foyers and dressing-rooms. The 
general movement of air is from the stage outward and from the ceiling downward . 
. . . Ducts are carried to ... exhaust fans from openings in the risers of all the 
steppings for the seats ... and from registers .... 

. . . attention must again be called to the reducing curtain and its functions. 
For operatic and dramatic performances, for lectures and for concerts not involving 
the use of a mass chorus the reducing curtain is down and the house is simply a 
mammoth theatre or opera house with a proscenium or curtain opening of 47 feet. ... 
for a concert by a great chorus, for a political convention, a ball or a fair, the reducing 
curtain is raised and the entire stage becomes part of the auditorium. The chorus 
seats rise ti er upon tier 75 feet wide, 70 feet deep, closed in on the sides with 
suitable decorations and covered with a series of sounding boards suspended from 
the rigging loft. If used for a ball the entire parquette, orchestra and stage are 
floored over and the stage inclosed by a continuous set scene in panoramic form , 
apparently a continuation of the arcade formed by the lower boxes, the arches filled 
with tropical foliage and flowers, in the centre of which is the orchestra. The 
arrangement for conventions has already been referred to. 

The success of the room is greatest when used as a hall for mass concerts. The 
chorus seems thus to blend with the audience, and the house is so open that one can 
see at a glance almost the entire audience and the whole chorus. The sight of thou
sands of men and women in festive array is always pleasing, and when every one of 
these has ample space for sitting in comfort, has fresh air and can see and be seen 
and hear every modulation of sound in its full effect the result is inspiring. But 
little less effective and successful is the Auditorium as an opera house . 

. . . the music [is] as perfectly transmitted to the farthest corners of the house 
as the most critical can wish ... the value of the stage appointments and mechanisms 
asserts itself at every performance. With stage hands one-third in number of those 
required for similar work in the Metropolitan Opera House all changes and trans
formations are made quickly and smoothly and there has never yet been a case when 
the actors have waited for the stage. . .. 

As to the success of the . . . architectural engineering, the verdict while in the 
main favorable, must be qualified by the regret that the preparations for resisting 
the strains ( caused by . . . larger proportions and heavier weights than at first 
contemplated) had not ... been begun with the foundations .... certain irregulari
ties of settlement . . . must be considered as the price paid for many admirable 
features in the completed building .... Whether or not the enterprise is an unquali
fied and financial success . . . Chicago has an Auditorium far better as an opera 
house or a concert hall or a ballroom than either the Metropolitan Opera House or 
the Music Hall of New York, and the certainty that its owners will not be assessed 
to assure its maintenance is already established beyond the possibility of doubt. 
That a dividend will be realized upon the investment is more than probable. 

Source 13 



SULLIVAN ON THE BUILDING OF THE AUDITORIUM 

I did not know how we were going to get a building in there, a great big hall to 
seat 4,250 people, and a hotel and an office building . . . to cost about $1,500,000 
. . . a bri ck exterior with some stone trimmings . . . fine foundation . . . a stage 
well . . . technical improvements began to grow with a great deal of rapidity 
the board of directors . . . were constantly enlarging their own ideas. . . . The 
foundations were based, on estimates made by General William Sooy-Smith . . . 
( with tanks loaded with water, taking accurate levels of the sinkages that took place) 
. . . he recommended that the loads be 4,250 to the foot. The accepted maximum 
up to that time had been 3,000 pounds to the square foot and the . . . maximum 
settlement . . . two inches . . . if a building was . . . built two inches higher than 
... intended ... that would bring the building down to normal. On that recommenda
tion Mr. Adler put in foundations . . . of the old type . . . it was a fortunate thing 
the building took so long ... because conditions were changing so rapidly and we 
had to consider the great est load . . . ever . . . figur ed . . . in our profession. The 
estimated cost of the building ... suddenly jumped to ... $3,000,000 and then ... 
to $3,500,000 in four short years ... you must understand ... there was not a pound 
of steel in the Auditorium Building; it is every bit iron. Th e material required taxed 
the capacity of the Carn egie works at Pittsburgh, and then overtaxed their capacity 
so that we were delayed for months and months .... That is only 26 years ago .... 

The great problem was to handle the tower. All the foundation under the 
Auditorium is a single footing, 67 x 100 bed .... I do not suppose there had ever 
been work done like it in any of the great projects .... The tower rises 95 feet 
above the main building. According to the laws, . . . settlement would progress 
uniformly as the building continued to rise. When the main building had reached 
its terminal of ten stories, the tower would still have 95 feet to go .... If the founda
tion under the tower were made for it to settle with the rest of the building, the 
foundation would be too small when the tower was completed. Mr. Adler invented 
a very ingenious notion. . . . The bas ement and lower stories of the tower were 
loaded with pig iron gradually as the main building went up and then at the time 
the main building had reached the tenth story, the full loading would be on the 
foundation of the tower. . . . . The next probl em was how to get out of . . . things. 
He did that by simply reversing the process; as the tower continued to ris e above 
the main building he began taking off a corresponding load of pig iron until when the 
tower rea ched its limit there was no pig iron left. 

The building of the tower, however, was a comparatively simple thing compared 
with what Mr. Adler had to do when it came to the heating and ventilating proposi
tions. Heating in those days was the most primary affair. The electric lighting 
system was primitive and all the wires had to be pulled out afterwards. There was 
still no such thing as a conduit; the wires were all bedded in plaster. Generators 
were the preferred engines. The . building had ten or twenty engines scattered around 
with ten or twenty boilers all over the premis es. 

Then came the great question never before tackled in this city, how to get the 
stage down below the water level and keep it dry. That was a strenuous problem. 29 
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Then came the increasing load on the building itself for which nothing could be 
done. The brick exterior was changed to stone. The floors throughout the building, 
in the main part, were changed from wood to mosaic. Mosaic work, as far as I know, 
was unknown until about that time, when an Englishman was the first to introduce 
it, and almost contemporaneously with its introduction it was used in the Auditorium. 
There are 9,872,716 littl e pieces of mosaic used in that building. 

The Monadnock building, for which plans had been drawn, was held for a year 
or two to see whether the Auditorium tower wou ld go down or not. If it did that 
wou ld settle the question and they would not build it , but if it did not go down to 
China, then they would go ahead with the building. Attention has been called to 
some settlements in the Auditorium, but you must consider the fact that there was 
an added load of over one-third in changing the exterior from brick to stone, and 
other changes also increased the load. Over the front entrance was placed a banquet 
hall, meaning an additional 600 tons, so you have some idea of the reasons for the 
settlemen t of the Auditorium Building. In dealing with this fundamental question 
of load, Mr. Adler had to work out many difficult problems himself_ The Auditorium, 
perhaps, may be considered the last of the old style buildings. In that way it is a 
monument, in that sense, a pathetic monument to think it had been so soon super
seded . The hotel at that time was cons idered the most magnificent in the country, 
and the y had one bath for every ten rooms. Source 3 

APHORISMS 

Take care of the terminals , Wright. The rest will take care of itself." 

... proportion is a result not a cause. Source 1 

Man creates in the image of his thoughts. Source 2 

The human mind, in operation, is the original document. Try to read it. Source 12 

Humanitarianism slowly is dissolving the sway of utilitarianism Source 4 

Imagination is the greatest of man's working powers. Source 9 

Nature will ... do your thinking for you if you will only let it. Source 7 

... once we assume an abstraction to be real, . . . we lose our anchorage , which is in 
the real. Source 1 

. .. a mind empty of ideals is indeed an empty mind . . . Source 4 

... decay comes when ideals wane. Source 4 

... while these thin gs are common, they are by no means commonp lace. Source 12 

"The first of these is quoted by Frank Lloyd Wright in Genius and the Mobo cracy, 
Duell, Sloan, and Pearce, N . Y., 1949. The rest are keyed to the numbered Sources , see pp. 41, 42. 



Original Drawings for A System of Architectural Ornament by Louis 
Sullivan, 1924. Collection of Burnham Library, The Art Institute of 
Chicago. 



ABOUT SULLIVAN 
EXCERPTS FROM VARIOUS AUTHORS 

JOHN WELLBORN ROOT, 1890 

One of the most individual personalities, and the author of some of the most charac
teristic work [in Chicago], is Mr. Sullivan. Cultivated in many directions , with a 
bold, alert , vigorous and imaginative mind bending its energies into many channels, 
self-confident and enthusiastic, ideally supplementing Adler his partner , Sullivan has 
accomplished much admirable work, and will achieve much more. The Ryerson 
Building in Randolph street, on the river and [sic] Adams street, and on Adams street 
and Wabash avenue, are his; his are the designs for the Auditorium with its decora 
tions, as well as many other buildings, all of which attest the boldness, freshness 
and ingenuity of his mind. So exuberant is he that he sometimes seems to neglect 
the larger questions of mass, of light and shade, of sky-blotch, in his care for delicacy, 
beauty and significance of detail, and even in this respect at times forgets that this 
detail should assume different expressions when executed in different materials. 

Source 23 

H. W. DESMOND, 1904 

For, let it be well understood, Mr. Sullivan is really our only Modernist. He is, 
moreover, strictly of our soil. He has his precedents, no doubt, but his mature work, 
we might indeed say all but a small residuum of all his work, is not to be dated from 
elsewhere either as to time or place. Mr. Sullivan himself is the centre of it. He is 
his own inspiration, and in this sense may be saluted as the first American ar chitect. 
To say that he has invented a style would, of course, be to say too much, hut he has 
certainly evolved and elaborated a highly artistic form of superficial decorative 
expression in logical connection with the American steel skeleton building. Richardson 
is our historical example of American originality in architecture , but Richardson's 
work, permeated as it is with the author's mighty personality, is not free , is indeed 
far from free from an archaelogical basis. In the presence of Richardson's buildings , 
we never lose the sense that we are confronted by a colossal importation , buildings 
lifted, as it were, by giant hands out of some medieval locality, of which we fan cy 
we can find the historical reminiscence somewhere in Romanesque France. On the 
other hand, there is not a vestige of the past in Sullivan's work. It is as modern as 
the calendar itself. The artistic ingenuity, nay, the artistic boldness of the attempt 
is admirable. Here, is L'Art Nouveau indigenous to the United States, nurtured 
upon American problems, and yet but scantly recognized or considered by a profes
sion that busies itself with the exotic importation of the same principles from an 
alien source. 

The Schlesinger & Mayer Building is the latest result of Mr. Sullivan's personal 
initiative. We understand from sources not authoritative, but still reliable , that Mr. 
Sullivan worked for three years on the problem entrusted to him. If this be true it is 
the only antique element in a design which is almost startlingly bald in its logic and 

32 blanched in its complete disregard for any of the traditional architectural tones. 



The artist has stuck to his own pa lette, developed from himself; trusted entirely to 
his own inspiration. 

And the result? 

At first glance some judges no doubt will be tempted to exclaim: "This will never do! 
Facility and ingenuity have here out-run themselves-jumped, as it were, on the 
other side. There is always danger that the mind by excess will parody its own 
cleverness, and in the Schlesinger & Mayer Building, has not Sullivan himself given 
us the Sullivanesque?" 

... how far will this superficial impression be qualified and in what direction? 
The immense ability of the ornamental design that like an efflorescence blooms on the 
Schlesinger & Mayer Building, is not for a moment to be questioned. Its successes 
are based upon a wonderful inventiveness and ability to handle in a harmonious 
manner involved surface decoration. Is there anything at once so original and so 
capable elsewhere to be found in American work? Where are we even to match its 
kind abroad? . .. much of the decorative design . . . possesses a really exquisit e 
definiteness and suitability. The design, moreover , is all very true to its material. 

Source 15 

ANDREW N. REBORI, 1916 

In the light of these remarks, it might interest the reader to hear how Sullivan solves 
a given problem ... . in this particular case, the architect was informed by a banker 
who had seen one of Mr. Sullivan's bank buildings that it was the intention of the 
committee on building to erect a new bank to house their institution. Being broad
minded men, strongly in favor of a rational architecture, they invited. Sullivan to 
study their requirements and prepare drawings. Complying with their call he left 
for the scene of expectations , Grinnell, Iowa, in the centra l part of the State, personally 
to interview his prospective clients and look over the origina l site. After meeting th e 
committee, he set about the customary task of learning the needs of the proposed 
building, not in a casual way, but in the most detailed manner possible. Judging by 
the sketches and notes which were made with the aid of an ordinary desk rule on 
sheets of common yellow paper acquired at a near-by apothecary shop, not a sing le 
part of the machinery that was to make up this bank's organization was overlooked. 
Here we find not only the allotted space to the various departments , but the different 
desks , cages, and all minor details worked out to an exact scale. For three whole 
days he talked and drew, rubbing out as changes were made, fitting and adjusting to 
the sat isfa ction of all. The dimensions are clearly marked on these original drawings 
in plan, section and elevation, leaving no doubt as to the exact layout of the building. 
I asked Mr. Sullivan how it happened that his preliminary sketches were worked out 
in such a definite manner, and he answered quite simp ly that "those were the require
ments as given, and it only remained to jot them down on paper," which he did, 
using the sheets of yellow paper available at the time. 

These notes or preliminary sketches are the most exquisite bits of architectural 
memoranda that it has ever been my pleasure to see. In their making, every possible 
element that was to play a part in the future project was fully ana lyzed and put into 
architectural form in plan, section and elevation, and what was more, this was all 33 



done in a little office adjoining the bank president's room ... in full view of and 
with the aid of the building committee. Before [ the architect's] leaving the place, the 
owner knew from these sketches exactly what his building was going to look like, 
from the arrangement of the smallest detail to its largest mass, all of which received 
his approval. Sour ce 22 

FISKE KIMBALL, 1925 

At seventeen enamored of Chicago, its energy, its wide horizons of lake and prairie; 
at twenty-five already established in a position to build his air-castles; at thirty he 
was a prophet to youth, in lyrical outbursts of rushing words, enveloping an authentic 
philosophy .... 

[Sullivan's architecture is] a creation of vital originality, deeply rooted in the 
new soil of modern life. Not since the genesis of Gothic construction had there been 
a development like that of the steel frame building, the skyscraper, to which he was 
the first to give artistic form. Source 18 

LEWIS MUMFORD, 1 931 

Sullivan 's was perhaps the first mind in American architecture that had come to know 
itself with any fulness in relation to its soil, its period, its civilization, and had been 
able to absorb fully all the many lessons of the century. One might call him the 
Whitman of American architecture. If his vision outstripped his own accomplishment, 
it was large enough to outstrip any immediate programme; for it had the force and 
drive of a whole civilization. 

Sullivan saw that the business of the archite ct was to organize the forces of 
modern society , discipline them for humane ends , express them in the plastic
utilitarian form of building. To achieve this purpose, the architect must abandon the 
tedious and unmeaning symbolism of older cultural forms: a modern building could 
no more wear the dress of the classic than the architect could wear a peruke and 
sword. The whole problem of building, Sullivan saw, must be thought out afresh, and 
the solution must be of such a nature that it would apply to every manner of 
structure .... Sour ce 20 

HENRY-RUSSELL HITCHCOCK, JR., 1936 

In 1888, in the Walker Warehouse ... [Sullivan] passed beyond imitation , drawing 
inspiration and not precedent from the Marshall Field Store. With this design he 
was well on the way to his first skyscraper style. 

From Richardson Sullivan only needed to learn how to handle scale and how to 
subordinate decoration to more important considerations of rhythm and proportion 
and coherence. Something of the massive monumentality of the masonry Field Store 
was carried over into the first of his great skyscrapers: the Wainwright Building in 
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... The doctrine "form follows function" was interpreted liberally by Sullivan. 
In his early skyscrapers he really achieved an abstract symbolic form far more than 
any direct expression of function. 

By the end of the nineties his characteristic buildings of skeleton construction, 
the Gage Building and the Schlesinger-Mayer Building in Chicago, were of appro
priate "form" to take their place among buildings of equal or greater height and 
were quite different from his early skyscrapers. They were horizontal in design, with 
wide windows and light terra cotta facing which was obviously not self-supporting. 
All trace of masonry monumentality had disappeared. Source 17 

TALBOT HAMLIN, 1941 

... The architectural creativeness of the region was as much a part of this exciting, 
progressive spirit as the poetry or the typography. Sullivan, of course , was its parent, 
and most of the members of the Chicago School had been, directly or indirectly, 
under his influence or in his office. Source 16 

NIKOLAUS PEVSNER, 1946 

... Sullivan was in fact just as much a revolutionary in his ornament as in his use 
of plain, smooth surfaces. 

Sullivan's ornamental ideal was an "organic decoration befitting a structure 
composed on broad and massive lines," and so his theory of severe functionalism ... 
cannot be understood without a careful look at his flowing ornament, nor his ornament 
without a vivid memory of the austerity of the main lines and blocks of his buildings. 

Source 21 
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Ornamental ironwork from the Guarant y ( now Prudential) Building , Buffalo. Photograph by John 
Szarkowski from Th e Idea of Louis Sullivan, University of Minnesota Press, 1956. 

BUILDINGS BY ADLER AND SULLIVAN 

Supplement to the list given in Hugh Morrison's Louis 
Sullivan, New York, Peter Smith. Rep rint 1952. 

Prepared by RICHARD NICKEL 

Buildings designed by Adler and Sullivan , not listed in Morrison 's book. 

1883 Aurora Watch Co. Factory, 603 South La Salle Street , Aurora, Ill. Still standing, 
now Formfit Co. Factory. Remodelled. 

1884 Mandel Brothers Stable, 14th Street between Michigan Boulevard and Wabash 
Avenue, Chicago. Demolished. 

36 1884 Haverley's Theatre (entrance remodelling), Chicago . Demolished. 



1884 Design for Lakeside Club House, Chicago. 

1884 Leopold Schlesinger Residence, 2805 South Michigan Avenue , Chicago. 
Demolished. 

1884 Leopold Strauss Residence , 1838 S. Michigan Avenue , Chicago. Still standing. 

1884 L. E. Frank Residence, 3219 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago. Still standing, 
now Vandercook College of Music. 

1886 Arthur Block Building (interior remodelling) , 2131 South Wabash Avenue , 
Chicago. Still standing. 

1886 H. Horner Resid ence, 1705 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago. Demolish ed. 

1886 Cheltenham Beach Pavilion, 79th Street and Lake Michigan, Chicago. 
Demolished. 

1886 Edward Pauling Flats, NE corner of Scott and Astor Streets, Chicago. 
Demolished. 

1886 Crane Co. Pipe Mill, West 12th Place near Canal Street, Chicago. Demolished. 

1887 Crane Co. Factory (addition), West 12th Place near Canal Street , Chicago. 
Demolished. 

1889 Inter-Ocean Newspaper Publishing Co. Building (addition) , NW corner of 
Dearborn and Madison Streets , Chicago. Demolished. 

1890 Schlesinger & Mayer Dry Goods Store (addition) , SE corner of Madison and 
State Streets, Chicago. Demolished. 

1892, Apartment House for Adolph and William Loeb, NE corner of Elizabeth and 
Randolph Streets, Chicago. Still standing. Remodelled. 

1894 Design for a Tall Building , Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Locations for buildings which lack complete information in 
Morrison's book, numbered according to his code numbers. 

15 R. Knisely Store & Flats, 2147 West Lake St., Chicago. 1883. Still standing. 

18 F. A. Kennedy & Co. Bakery, 27-33 North Desplaines St., Chicago. 1883-84. 
Still standing , now occupied by P. F. Pettibone & Co. 

24 Ann Halsted Residence, 440 West Belden Avenue, Chicago. 1883. Still 
standing. 

26 F. Kaufmann & Co. Store & Flats, 2310-16 Lincoln Avenue, Chicago. 1883. 
Still standing. 

30 Residence for Mrs. N. Halsted, 1826-34 Lincoln Park West , Chicago. 1884. 
Still standing. 

107- Euston & Co. Linseed Oil & Linoleum Plant , West side of Kingsbury Str eet 
108 between Blackhawk and Eastman Streets, Chicago. 1899-1900. Still standing, 

now Archer Daniels Midland Co. 37 



Buildings designed by Louis Sullivan before and after his partnership with Adler, 
not listed in Morris on' s book. 

1875 Sinai Temple (interior decoration), SW corner of Indiana Avenue and 21st 
Street, Chicago. Demolished. 

1876 Moody Tabernacle (interior decoration), NW corner of Chicago Avenue and 
La Salle Street, Chicago. Demolished. 

1897 Coliseum ( addition to Exposition Building), St. Louis. Louis H. Sullivan; 
Charles K. Ramsey, Assoc. Demolished. 

1900 Stanley R. McCormick Residence, Chicago. Nature of commission unknown. 

1902 Design for a Residence for Ellis Wainwright, St. Louis. 

1902 Design for a Residence for Arthur Henry Lloyd, Chicago. 

1902 Design for a Residence for Mrs. N. F. McCormick, Lake Forest. 

1902 Russian Holy Trinity Church, and Rectory, 1121 North Leavitt Street, Chi-
cago. Still standing. 

1903 Crane Co. Building (addition), Bridgeport, Conn. 

1904 Design for a Theatre Front, Chicago. ( Orchestra Hall?) 

1904 Design for a Tall Building, Michigan Avenue facing Grant Park, Chicago. 

1908 Design for Island City Buildings, Philadelphia. 

1912 Design for Carl K. Bennett Residence, Owatonna, Minn. 

1914 Design for a Bank, Enid, Okla. 

1918 Design for Oakland Township High School, Owatonna, Minn. 

1921 Design for Memorial Enclosure for Mrs. Arthur J. Eddy, Flint, Mich. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 1952 - 1956 

Magazine Articles 

Supplement to the bibliographies of Hugh Morrison's 
Louis Sullivan, New York, Peter Smith. Reprint 1952. 

Prepared by MRS. T. M. HOFMEESTER 

Caldwell, Alfred. Louis Sullivan. Dimension, Ann Arbor v.2, no. 1, Spring, 1956, 
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Later Years of Louis Sullivan. American Institute of Architects Journal , v.21, 
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Books 

Suggested to acquaint the reader with Sullivan's 

place in the development of modem architectu re 

Giedion , Sigfried. Space, time and architecture , the growth of a new traditi on. Cam
bridge , Harvard University Press, 1954. Third edition enlarged 

Mumford, Lewis. The brown decades, a study of the arts in America 1865-1895. New 
York, Dover , 1955 

Mumford, Lewis , edito r. Roots of contemporary American architecture, a series of 
thirty-seven essays dating from the mid-nineteenth century to the present. New 
York, Reinhold, 1952 

Persons, Stow, editor. Evolutionary thought in America. New Haven, Yale University 
Press , 1950. Chapter IX. The idea of organic expression and American architec
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New York, Museum of Modern Art [1949] First edition, published in 1936, has 
title: Pioneers of the modern movement from William Morris to Walter Gropius 39 
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SULLIVANIANA 

IN THE BURNHAM LIBRARY OF THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO 
IN OTHER PRIVATE AND PUBLIC COLLECTIONS 

by Mrs. T. M. Hofmeester 

Th e Burnham Library collection of Sullivan material consi sts of manu scripts, drawings, letters, 

photographs, medals and examp les of ornament. Of these, the lat e George Grant Elmslie gave the 

greater part. Outstanding among hi s gifts wer e the holograph , with preliminary sketches for the 

plat es, of A System of Ornament; nin e sheets of drawing s of ornamental plasterwork in the Audi

torium Building; a scrapbook of sketches done in Boston, Pari s and Chi cag o, 1868-1885; holographs 

of The Autobiography of An Idea 8/ 1/23 and Refiections on the Tokyo Disaster 10/ 25/ 23; and 

typ ed manu scr ipts of Democracy, Revision April 18, 1908; Kinder garten Chats, revised 1918 

and Natural Thinking Feb. 4, 1905. Other notabl e item s are two variant manu scripts of Kinder

garten Chats from the lat e Charles Harri s Whittak er. From the Auditorium Building Corporation 

came an important volum e of pres s clippings concerning the open ing of the Auditorium and from 

Mr . Thomas Connolly th e copy book of Sullivan bu siness lett ers 1903-1905, the only one known to 

exist . Exampl es of ornam ent came from John Randall, Richard Nick el, Hinman Kealy , Aldi s and 

Company and George Fr ed and William Keck. Thirty-one archit ectural drawings came from William 

Gray Purcell and two pencil sketc hes from Earl H. Reed. 

Th e gift of Miss Andri enn e F. Sullivan, niec e of Loui s H. Sullivan, to Burnham Library in June 

1956 adds the following it ems to the collection: 

Two letter s from L. H. Sullivan to his broth er , Albert W. Sullivan: 1.) Paris, December 7, 1874 
containing three sheets of pen sketche s and a clippin g. 2.) Chicago, Janu ary 30, 1887 to 
A.W.S. in Cairo, Ill. 

Seven letters to A. W. Sullivan from friend s, business associates and an aunt of the brothers 
and thr ee replies. 1876-1900. 

Daguerr eotyp e of Alb ert and Loui s when boys. 

Five photo graphs of L.H.S.; 1871, 1876, 1885, 1886, 1899. 

Two print s from a photograph of Mr s. L. H. Sullivan at Ocean Sprin gs, 1899. 

Two photographs of Alber t W. Sullivan; 1890 and lat er. 

Photograph of Mary Mersereau Spe lman, November, 1892 befor e her marriag e to Alb ert W. 
Sullivan, February 1893. 

Two photographs of Mr s. Patrick Sullivan (L.H.S.'s moth er) one Jun e 1869, th e other lat er. 

Photograph of Henry List (L.H.S.'s mother' s father). 

Portrait, oil on wood, of Jules Matheus (L.H.S.'s moth er' s grandfather) . 

Photograph of Miss Anna Whittl esy (cousin). 

Twelve photographs of Ocean Springs, Mississippi, hom e and surrounding s. 

Photograph of hom e of Albert W. Sullivan, 4575 Lake Park Avenu e. 

Five pencil sketches of gargoy les, framed. 

Colored reproduction of Transportation Buildin g Golden Doorway, fram ed. 

Portfolio of pencil sketches sign ed: A.F.S., A.W.S., P.S. , L.H.S. and some un signed. Dated 
1849-1885. 



According to our present information , there is only one other major collection of 
Sullivan mat erial , that of Avery Library at Columbia University , New York. The 
outstanding items are: drawings , sketches , the holograph of Demo cracy, a man 
search 1906-08 , the holograph of Kindergarten Chats 1901-02, the Lyndon P. 
Smith scrapbook containing L. H. Sullivan letters to Smith , and a notebook of the 
Lotos Club and other activities of Louis H. and his brother Albert. 

The archite ctural departments of the University of Illinoi s both in Ur bana and 
Chicago, the University of Michigan , Ann Arbor, the University of Oklahoma , Norman, 
and Western Reserve University, Cleveland are some of the schoo ls that hav e examp les 
of Sullivan ornament. 

Roosevelt University, which owns and occupies the Adler and Sullivan Auditorium 
Building , has the oil portrait of Dankmar Adler by Oskar Gross. The Frank Werner 
portrait of Louis H. Sullivan is in the Chicago Historical Society. 

Mr . W. G. Nichols, the present owner of Mr. Sullivan's home at Ocean Springs, 
Mississippi , has fifty-five books from the Sullivan library. 

Individuals , too many to list here , hav e pieces or collections of Sullivan ornament. 
Others have letters, three of whom are: Mr. Homer Sailor , Chicago, four letters from 
clients to potential clients concerning Sullivan as archit ect, 1906, 1912; Adolph 0. 
Budina, Richmond, Virginia, four letters from Sullivan to him, 1917-1918; Bruce 
Goff, Bartlesville, Oklahoma, a letter to him from Sullivan , 1920. 
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Finis. Original drawing for A System of Architectural Ornament by Louis 
Sullivan, 1924. Collection of Burnham Library, The Art Institute of Chicago 
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Vivian Scheidemantel, Assistant Curator of Decorative Arts 

Carl 0. Schniewind, Curator of Prints and Drawings 

Hugh Edwards, Associate Curator of Prints and Drawings 

Janet Cox, Research Assistant, Prints and Drawings 

Ruth E. Schoneman, Libraria n, the Ryerson and Burnham Libraries 

Virginia Yarbro, Assistant Librarian, Ryerson Library 
George D. Culler, Director of Museum Education 
Forman Onderdonk, Supervisor of Children's Education 
Elizabeth F. E. Gentry, In charge of Television 
Addis Osborne, Associate Lecturer 
Dudley Crafts Watson, Membership Lecturer 
Margaret F. Bush, Museum Registrar and Keeper of the Archives 
J. Francis McCabe, Superintendent of Buildin gs 
Carl G. Greene , Assistant Superintendent of Buildings 
P eter J. Pollack, Public Relations Counsel and Curator of Photography 
Anselmo Carini, Editor of Publications 
Suzette Morton Zurcher , Head of Museum Design 
John Lemmon, Manager of Museum Store 
F. M. Gardner, Manager of Membership Department 
Mary Ann Warner, Cafeteria Manager 
Hubert Ropp , Dean of the School 
Grace Hammill, Assistant Dean of the School 
Maurice Gnesin, Head of The Goodman Theatre and the School of Drama 
Walter Martini , Administrator of The Goodman Theatre 
Louise Dale Spoor , Producer in charge of Children's Theatre 
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